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Thomassen posed the following problem: Suppose G is a planar graph and
WV(G) such that the distance between any two vertices in W is at least 100. Can
a 5-coloring of W be extended to a 5-coloring of G? It is known that no 4-coloring
result of this nature can hold. We provide a best possible solution to Thomassen’s
problem as well as some generalizations.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently Thomassen [12] has shown the two contrasting statements that
on any surface of positive genus: (i) there exist infinitely many k-critical
graphs for 3k5; and (ii) there exist only a finite number of k-critical
graphs for k6. The latter may be thought of as a generalization of
Thomassen’s landmark results that a graph embedded on a surface with
large edge width can be 5-colored [13] and that there are just four 6-critical
toroidal graphs [14].
Extending colorings from a subgraph of a planar graph to the entire
graph permeates Thomassen’s coloring papers. This is the context for the
problem mentioned in the abstract, although it seems entirely natural
without any accompanying theorems. The first obvious question that
occurs is whether there is any similar result for 4-coloring. Interestingly
enough the tools to supply a negative answer were published in 1930 by
Ballantine who established (in dual form):
Theorem 1 [2]. Suppose G is a triangulation with exactly two vertices
of odd degree. Any 4-coloring of G must assign the same color to the two odd
vertices.
It is straightforward to construct a triangulation of the plane with
exactly two odd vertices that are arbitrarily far apart. If the two odd ver-
tices in such a triangulation were part of W and assigned different colors,
then there could be no extension to a 4-coloring of G. Ballantine’s theorem
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was rediscovered by Fisk [5] who used it to generate locally planar graphs
(on any surface except the sphere) that are not 4-colorable [6]. Brief,
elementary proofs of Ballantine’s theorem appear in [1, 12].
The complexity of extending a coloring of a subgraph to a coloring
of the entire graph (without using an extra color) has been studied in
[3, 79]. The theme seems to be that the extension problem is NP-complete
unless the underlying graph is in a particularly simple (to color) class.
2. SETTLING THOMASSEN’S ORIGINAL PROBLEM
Thomassen’s original formulation of the problem appeared in [11]. He
showed remarkable prescience especially if one interprets the distance con-
straint in binary.
Theorem 2. Suppose G is any planar graph and WV(G) such that the
distance between any two vertices in W is at least 4. Any 5-coloring of the
vertices of W can be extended to a 5-coloring of G.
Proof. Let c be a coloring of W that we are hoping to extend and #
an arbitrary 4-coloring of G. Assume that c uses the colors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
and that # does not use 5. We will modify # so that it agrees with c on W.
Suppose u # W. If #(u)=c(u), we love it. If #(u){c(u), take every vertex in
G that is both adjacent to u and colored c(u) and recolor it 5. Since no
neighbor of u is currently colored c(u), we can alter # so that #(u)=c(u).
This recoloring process assigns the color 5 only to vertices that are adja-
cent to vertices in W. Since the minimum distance between any two vertices
of W is at least four, no two vertices colored 5 can be adjacent. K
To show that the preceding theorem is best possible we produce a planar
graph G together with WV(G) (some pairs of vertices in W are at dis-
tance 3) and a 5-coloring of W such that no 5-coloring of G extends the
coloring of W.
It is convenient to digress briefly about list colorings. Erdos, Rubin, and
Taylor conjectured that planar graphs can be 5-list colored and that there
exists a planar graph that cannot be 4-list colored [4]. The former conjec-
ture was proved by Thomassen [15], while Voigt produced the original
example to establish the latter [16]. Mirzakhani exhibits a planar graph,
say M, with |V(M)|=63 and a list of four colors for each vertex such that
M cannot be colored from its lists [10]. M has the additional property that
there are a total of just five colors on the lists.
Example 1. Build G starting with M. For every vertex, say x, in M
create a new vertex, say nx adjacent to only x. Let W consist of all of these
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newly created vertices of degree one. Color W by assigning to nx the unique
color from [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] that is not on the list attached to x. There exists
a 5-coloring of G extending the coloring of W if and only if M has a 4-list
coloring.
Theorem 3. Suppose G is any planar graph and WV(G) such that the
distance between any two vertices in W is at least 3. Any 6-coloring of W can
be extended to a 6-coloring of G.
Proof. Fix a coloring of W that we are hoping to extend. Set
G$=G&W. Create a list for each vertex x in G$ consisting of some five
colors from [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] not including any color used on a vertex from
W adjacent to x. Since each vertex in G$ can be adjacent to at most one
vertex in W, there are five colors available for x’s list. Now since G$ is
planar, it can be 5-list colored [15]. This coloring of G$ can be combined
with the original coloring of W to be a 6-coloring of G. K
One might observe that the planarity hypothesis was used in the two
preceding proofs only to produce colorings of G. Thus the following are
immediate:
Theorem 4. Suppose /(G)=r and WV(G) such that the distance
between any two vertices in W is at least 4. Any (r+1)-coloring of W can
be extended to an (r+1)-coloring of G.
Theorem 5. Suppose G is r-list colorable and WV(G) such that the
distance between any two vertices in W is at least 3. Any (r+1)-coloring of
W can be extended to an (r+1)-coloring of G.
3. GENERALIZATIONS
The simple recoloring technique from the proof of Theorem 2 works by
insulating the color changes in W from the rest of the graph. There is an
analogous argument that works if W consists of cliques each pair of which
is sufficiently far apart.
Theorem 6. Suppose /(G)=r and WV(G) such that W=W1 _
W2 _ } } } _ Wm , where each Wi is a clique. If |Wi |k \i and dist(x, y)
6k&2 whenever x # W i , y # Wj and i{ j, then any (r+1)-coloring of W can
be extended to an (r+1)-coloring of G.
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Proof. Suppose c is the coloring of W that we wish to extend and that
# is an r-coloring of G. Assume that c uses colors drawn from
[1, 2, ..., (r+1)] while # does not use the color r+1. Let H denote one of
the cliques comprising W. We might have to alter the color on as many as
k vertices of H in order to make # agree with c. Each such color change
can be accomplished by a Kempe change at a vertex of H. Specifically if a
vertex x in H has c(x)=a and #(x)=b we will interchange colors on every
vertex in G that is colored either a or b and is joined to x by a path of ver-
tices colored a and b. Prior to making this change we create a barrier so
an a&b path cannot get too far from x.
For a connected subgraph H of a graph G we let Nt=Nt(H) denote the
vertices in G whose distance from H is exactly t. The distance from a vertex
u to a subgraph H is the length of a shortest path from u to any vertex of
H. So for example N1 is the set of vertices in G&H that are adjacent to
at least one vertex in H.
For simplicity we assume the colors c uses on H are 1, ..., k. For a more
general list we would alter the argument presented below by letting color
‘‘s’’ denote the s th color on the list that c uses.
Our first barrier will be N1 . Specifically if u # N1 and #(u)=1, then we
recolor u with color r+1. No two of these recolored vertices can be adja-
cent since they were given the same color by #. Our second barrier will be
N3 _ N4 . Specifically, if u # N3 _ N4 and #(u)=2, then we recolor u with
color r+1. No two recolored vertices can be adjacent since they come from
the same color class of # if they are in the same barrier, and no vertex in
N1 can be adjacent to any vertex in N3 _ N4 (that is why we skipped N2).
Continuing the tth barrier will be in N3t&3 _ N3t&2 . Specifically if u # N3t&3 _
N3t&2 and #(u)=t then, we recolor u with color r+1.
Having made these barrier color changes, no interchange of colors on
vertices of H can alter the color of any vertex beyond N3t&2(H). Thus we
can alter the colors on the various components of W provided no vertex in
N3t&2(Wi) is adjacent to any vertex in N3t&2(Wj) whenever i{ j. This will
hold by the assumption made on W. K
The preceding proof shows that if the components of W are far enough
apart, then a precoloring of W will extend if an arbitrary coloring of G can
be locally modified to agree with the precoloring on each component of W.
This will always be possible if the components of W are cliques. If the com-
ponents of W are not cliques, then sometimes, but not always, local
modifications will be possible. Thomassen posed the following problem [12]:
Suppose G is a planar graph and WV(G) such that W=W1 _
W2 _ } } } _ Wm where each Wi induces a connected bipartite graph and
dist(x, y)100 whenever x # Wi , y # Wj , and i{ j. Can any 2-coloring of
W extend to a 5-coloring of G?
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This question remains open; however, several variations are settled
below.
Example 2. Suppose W is a C4 whose vertices are [u1 , u2 , u3 , u4] and
N1(W) is a K4 whose vertices are [v1 , v2 , v3 , v4]. Suppose G consists of
W _ N1(W) with additional edges from ui to vj if and only if i{ j. W is a
uniquely 2-colorable subgraph of G, G is 4-colorable, but no 2-coloring of
W extends to a 5-coloring of G. However, G is nonplanar!
Example 3. Let V(W)=[u1 , ..., u6], where ui is adjacent to ui+1
(mod 6) and u2 , u4 , and u6 form a K3 . The remainder of G consists of a K3
whose vertices are v1 , v2 , and v3 , where v1 is adjacent to u1 , u2 , and u3 ; v2
is adjacent to u3 , u4 , and u5 ; and v3 is adjacent to u5 , u6 , and u1 . G is
4-colorable and planar, W is uniquely 3-colorable, but a 3-coloring of W
does not extend to a 5-coloring of G.
Example 4. Suppose W=K4&[e] and G is 4-colorable. Using Kempe
chain arguments, it is straightforward to show that any 3- or 4-coloring of
W extends to a 5-coloring of G.
4. OPEN QUESTIONS
Question 1. What happens with extensions of list colorings? Note that
Theorems 3 and 5 use hypotheses about list colorings, but do not produce
list colorings.
In particular,
Question 2. Suppose G is a planar graph and each vertex in G has been
assigned a list of five colors. Let WV(G) such that the distance between
any two vertices in W is at least d(=4?). Can any list coloring of W be
extended to a list coloring of G?
Specializing Theorem 6 to the plane with k=2 we get that if W consists
of a collection of K2 ’s and the distance between any two vertices in dif-
ferent K2 ’s is at least 10, then any 5-coloring of W extends to a 5-coloring
of G.
Question 3. Does there exist a planar graph G, together with a set, say
W, of K2 ’s at distance at least d from each other (4d9), and a coloring
of the vertices of W that does not extend to a 5-coloring of G.
Question 4. Which planar configurations W have the property that any
coloring of W extends to a 5-coloring of any planar graph containing W?
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